
TESTIMONIAL HISTORY

Australian-founded, internationally acclaimed
Quantumlinx (SEO & Digital Marketing Service)
rebranded to Digital Spotlight. I have direct
access to Managing Director and CEO, Ash
Aryal, and Head of Consulting, Blake Horton. 

We’ve had a working relationship for over 10
years and I can personally vouch for their
integrity, professionalism, and incredible
customer service. They get results and are a joy
to deal with. 

I’m a proud  Digital Spotlight Agent. Allow me to
arrange a call or online meeting with Head of
Consulting, Blake Horton, or one of his senior
consultants.

Background Info
With over 20 years working in marketing at a
senior level and in my own agency, I've
collaborated with a variety of marketing service
providers. 

I've chosen the best of the best to support my
clients with SEO, web design, digital marketing,
graphic design, photography, videography, and
have partnered with a fellow wordsmith to help
out in busy times.. 

I am happy to make an introduction. They all
share my work ethic, my high standards, my
values, and their customer service is second to
none.

Please note, that any reference to BMG
(Boomerang Marketing Group) and Resort TV
refer to former agencies I operated. 

Search Engine Optimisation
Facebook Marketing

Google Ads
Bing Ads

https://www.digitalspotlight.com.au/


“...Seventy percent of my business comes directly
 from our website ...”

My name is Don. My partner Jim and I own Granicrete Australia P/L.
We had a website and thought that was good enough, but soon
learned that a website is like a car, it just sits there if nobody drives
it. I was contacted by [*BMG SEO Partner] and through a couple of
conversations with them I was shown that my site did not rank on
Google, not even in the top 10,000. However, just because
someone says they are able to get your site ranked on Google does
not mean they can.

 I am a natural born skeptic, so of course I wanted proof. Long
story short, I checked them out and found them to be a reputable
company. Even so, I did not believe they could do as they claimed. I
think the main reason I did not believe them was because I had
heard it all before and tried a few large companies with adwords
and all the rest, spending the big bucks and getting little to no
results. When [*]said they could get me on the first page in a short
period of time I figured that I might as well give them a try and see
if they could deliver. Why not? I did not have to sign a contract for
12 months or anything like that.

 Let's just say it took the team at [*] just about half the time they
said it would to get me on the first page with every keyword I gave
them. I was extremely impressed, but not as impressed as I have
been with the continued support for the last 3 years! Seventy
percent of my business comes directly from our website. A
wonderful website that [*] built for us. If you are thinking of doing
business with [*] I would recommend that you get started now and
let Quantumlimx drive your website to success!
Don Jenkins - Director
Granicrete Australia

John Jenkins - Director
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SEO Client

http://www.granicreteaustralia.com.au/


“Dear [*BMG SEO Partner] Team

 I write to say a huge thank you for all the wonderful work you have
done for the rankings of my website on Google, which in turn has
created a very positive impact on my bottom line.

 To be honest, when i was first contacted by you, I was "the greatest
sceptic", and in the back of my mind I was thinking "this probably
won't work". However, I was hearing my competitors were doing
loads of business through Google, so I decided I would have to give
it a try if I wanted my business to grow. i knew I was one of the best,
if not the best at what I do, but no one was finding me!

 It's been nearly 2 years now, and at last count, we were sitting on
71 top 10 rankings in Google. 43 of which are number 1! I know the
new keywords we have started to target will increase this figure
even more. Our traffic continues to steadily increase as well. I
couldn't have wished for better results.

 Thanks to you, now the internet and referrals are giving me more
work than I can handle.

 I also would like to thank you for taking the time to understand my
business, this was a really important factor in that you began to pre-
empt what I required, hence I could get on with doing business. I
don't even think about my rankings any more because I have such
great faith in your team.

 I have no hesitation in recommending your services to any
business owner who wants to generate business from Google, and
any business owner who is serious about thriving in this new
internet dominated industry.

 In fact, I've already recommended you to two business partners in
another few ventures I'm involved in.

 Thank you again.
 Sally Healey
 Managing Director
Sally Healey - Managing Director
Jigsaw Medical

Sally Healey - Managing Director
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SEO Client

http://www.jigsawconsultinggroup.edu.au/


“As an IT consultant and an owner/operator of an online store, I am
inundated by emails from companies offering SEO services making
all manner of fantastic claims...."

 "...[but unlike other companies] I can say that not only do [*BMG
SEO Parnter] techniques work but that they are exponentially more
effective ..."

 As an IT consultant and an owner/operator of an online store, I am
inundated by emails from companies offering SEO services making
all manner of fantastic claims.

 Knowing the depth of understanding required to deploy effective
SEO and having been caught in a 12 month contract with another
firm whose results were somewhat lacklustre, I was hesitant to
commit to further expenditure in this area.

 After making contact with the [*] team, I immediately gained the
impression that I was onto a good thing. Everyone with whom I’ve
dealt at [*] has been genuine, helpful , happy to explain what they
are doing and most importantly why – and the results speak for
themselves.

 My online store is now receiving in excess of 4,000 visits per
month, (compared with approximately 2,600 before [*] commenced
work). We are exceeding our daily traffic targets and my site is
gaining more traffic than another client of mine who’s business is
ten times the size of my own, (in terms of annual turnover).

 This result has been achieved in less than 6 months and traffic is
still increasing. From direct experience I can say that not only do [*]
techniques work but that they are exponentially more effective than
some other systems out there. With [*]securing my store’s rankings
and traffic I can get back to focusing on conversion. I look forward
to a long and fruitful relationship with [*] knowing that they too are
in it for the long haul.

Richard Lyons
Aquatic Creations Online

Richard Lyons - Owner/Operator
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SEO Client



““...I was already aware of the limitations of "back-yard"
 seo but with the rankings we now have, I realise the extraordinary
difference in outcome by using real
 experts in the field..."

 "...Amazing results from an amazingly passionate team!"

 When you began work on SEO for Big Red Bus Web Design I must
confess that I didn‟t think we would get to page 1 of anything
because almost every competitor we have undertakes their own
seo.

 I was already aware of the limitations of "back-yard‟ seo but with
the rankings we now have, I realise the extraordinary difference in
outcome by using real experts in the field.

 This is no fluke.

 [*BMG SEO Partner] has performed equally well for all our clients
that have made the switch to [*]

 Many, as we, are showing signs of improved profits, a marvel given
these unstable economic times.

 Amazing results from an amazingly passionate team!

Bernadette Ross
Big Red Bus Web Design

Bernadette Ross
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SEO Client



“““... After three years, several thousands of dollars & two previous
SEO companies … we decided to give [*BMG SEO Partner] a go ...”

 “... Reaching Google page 1 has been like hitting a major jackpot.
The amount of inquiries that have turned into sales has exceeded
our expectations. We’ve had to employ more staff to keep up with
orders ...”

 Dear [*] Team. After three years, several thousands of dollars &
two previous SEO companies promised to deliver, we knew exactly
which page we wanted to be on when [*] began consulting with us
over a year ago. There wasn’t much negotiation …page 1 Google for
Outdoor Furniture or we were going elsewhere. With no obligation
to stay and less to pay, it was pretty simple, we decided to give [*] a
go.

 It did take time, but there was constant communication from the
team with suggestions for modifications to improve our rankings,
backed up with monthly reports to show our improving results.
Finally a SEO company who was listening to what we wanted and
was acting on that information.

 Reaching Google page 1 has been like hitting a major jackpot. The
amount of inquiries that have turned into sales has exceeded our
expectations. We’ve had to employ more staff to keep up with
orders. We know there is only one reason our business has turned
around and it’s because of the dedicated team at [*]

 No hesitation what so ever to recommend [*] to other businesses.
Contact us through www.outdoorfurnitureonline.com.au.

Thank you again to everyone at [*] for the exceptional job you do
for our business.

Howard & Lisa Battye
Outdoor Furniture Online

Howard & Lisa Battye
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SEO Client

http://www.outdoorfurnitureonline.com.au/


“"...We've got the top rankings on Google and we‟ve got customers.
Thanks

 [*BMG SEO Partner], you ARE the SEO can be trusted!"

 "We have our online store opened up 6 months ago and tried
everything to get the exposure. Finally we found Quantumlinx and
thought to it a go. It really works! We’ve got the top rankings on
Google and we’ve got customers."

Thomas Tang - Owner
Smiling Fruit

Thomas Tang - Owner
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Resort TV Client

“"Resort TV has been a great help for our guests, who watch it
frequently during their stay.

 We receive ongoing feedback from our guests referring to what
they have seen on the Resort TV program.

 The information on the program gives the tourists a good
understanding of what there is to see and do during their stay on
the Sunshine Coast.

 We value Resort TV's service as a needed information source that
has proven to be very effective for our guests.".

Gordon & Suzanne Higman - Resort Managers
Atlantis Marocoola

Gordon & Suzanne Higman - Resort Operators

SEO Client

http://boomerangmarketinggroup.com.au/our-group/testimonials/www.smilingfruit.com.au
http://www.atlantismarcoola.com.au/


"We have been using Resort TV at Seachange since its inception and
we have found it to be an invaluable tool for our guests...." "Hami
Shelford is a tireless worker for tourism in Queensland, especially
on the Sunshine Coast ..."

Chris O'Brien - Resident Manager
Best Western Seachange Coolum Beach

Chris O'Brien - Resident Manager
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Resort TV Client

“"Thank you for the service standard and product that you supply to
Centrepoint Apartments Caloundra.

 Indeed your product enhances our service and support to our
guests and also provides a source of information for activities,
destination and services in our region.

 We look forward to a long working relationship with Resort TV and
endorse the services provided.
Murray East - Resort Manager
Centrepoint Apartments Caloundra

Murray East - Resort Manager

Resort TV Client

http://www.bestwestern.com.au/seachange
http://www.bestwestern.com.au/seachange
http://www.centrepoint.com/


""We are located in Noosaville and have 47 units in our resort
complex. We have Resort TV viewing on all of our TV's and also in
our reception area.

 We find Resort TV to be an invaluable service to our guests and we
receive very good feedback from our guests about the products
and services advertised on the program. This, of course, benefits
not just ourselves with tour bookings but those businesses with
whom we book.

 Should you have any questions, please don't hesitate to contact
us."

John & Sharon McCulloch - Resort Managers
Coral Beach Noosa Resort

John & Sharon McCulloch - Resort Managers
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Resort TV Client

"Gemini Resort is a 91 unit apartment building comprising mainly
holiday rental units. Resort TV has been providing a service of
supplying holiday makers with details of activities and events in the
Sunshine Coast area for several years and has been well received
by our guests.

Donald Lee - Resident Unit Manager
Gemini Resort

Donald Lee - Gemini Resort Manager

Resort TV Client

http://www.coralbeach.com.au/
http://www.geminiresort.com.au/


""...the facility provided by Resort TV is well appreciated by our
guests.

 The information contained in the DVD about the activities and
events around Noosa and the greater Sunshine Coast is extremely
useful, not only for our guests to gain the most benefit of their
holiday, but also as a facility that is indirectly helping to support the
tourist industry throughout the region."

Jan & Richard Polack - Resident Managers
Munna Beach Apartments Noosa

Jan & Richard Polack - Resident Managers
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Resort TV Client

"We use Resort TV in all our holiday apartments as a great way to
inform guests of tourist attractions and places of interest
throughout the Sunshine Coast.

 Further we have found Resort TV to be a highly efficient and
reliable enterprise. Staff have demonstrated a high degree of
competence and flair in developing their tourism promotion
package..."
Andy & Laurel Leach - Resort Managers
On The River Luxury Holiday Apartments

Andy & Laurel Leach - Resort Managers

Resort TV Client

http://www.munnabeach.com/
http://www.on-theriveer.com/


..."We have 44 apartments in the letting pool at Osprey Apartments
and 59 apartments in the letting pool at Nautilus Resort
Mooloolaba and have been using your service for many years at
both resorts.

 A large percentage of our guests are visiting the Sunshine Coast for
the first time and are unfamiliar with attractions on offer. We always
provide these guests with a local map indicating points of interest
and also advise them to tune into our Resort TV channel to further
educated themselves on what we have to offer. The feedback from
this has always been positive with guests indicating they get a better
feel for an attraction from this rather than just looking at a
brochure.

 Resort TV is a great marketing tool for both our resorts and the
Sunshine Coast and results in many tours being booked through
our reception desks.

 Keep up the good work!"
Dave Turner - Director
Dream Vacations Pty Ltd

Dave Turner - Director
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Resort TV Client

http://www.osprey.com.au/


""We have had Resort TV playing in our holiday apartments for the
last 3 years or so and have found it to be a fantastic source of
information for our guests.

 It generates a lot of enquiries for tours and day trips, and provides
guests with an insight to our surrounding areas.

 We would highly recommend this service to other providers and
tourism industries."

Neil & Sue Kenney - Resident Managers
Rovera Apartments

 Neil & Sue Kenney - Resident Managers
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Resort TV Client

"We have used the Resort TV product in our complex for the last 4
years. We find it a helpful tool in assisting first time guests and
visitors with local information and attraction details, together with
places of interest on the Sunshine Coast.

 Problems are repaired promptly and the facility is well maintained
and updated on a regular basis"
Leah Langley - Resident Manager
The Duporth Riverside

Leah Langley - Resident Manager

Resort TV Client

http://www.rovera.co.au/
http://www.theduporth.com.au/


"Maike was contracted by SCTP to photograph our client’s holiday
resort apartments so to advertise in our annual tourism publication
2007 edition. I was very impressed with the finished results and
service that Maike had provided our clients.

 The feedback from our clients was very good, they were very
impressed on how Maike managed the photo shoots and took time
in asking what they wanted to achieve.

 I offered Maike permanent employment after seeing her high
standard of service ethics, to manage our existing client base and
create new clients by selling TV advertising for our company Resort
TV.

 Maike took our product to a whole new level and really excelled in
her role as Sales & Account Manager, recording the highest sales
achieved in a 6 month period.

 I highly recommend Maike to any company who wishes to grow
their business.

Hami Shelford - Director
Sunshine Coast Tourism Promotions

 * Due to personal reasons, Hami left the  Sunshine Coast and the
company , after which co-director Peter Leeson and I took over and
operated the business. 

 Hami Shelford - Director

TESTIMONIAL HISTORY

Photography & Business Development
Client

Sunshine Coast Destination (SCDL) and
Resort TV, sharing the same passion and

goals,, formed a partnership to
collaborate on projects by sharing

Sunshine Coast informatin and video
footage



"Maike, I must say that the work you’ve done on the launch of the
What’s Happening_ website is brilliant! To come back from Canada
and find it finally up and running and generating so much interest
from TV and press, as well as clients wishing to book advertising
space has been a most pleasant surprise. I always believed the
concept would be successful but I don’t think it would have gotten
off the ground in the manner it has without your marketing and
sales expertise, and despite the very small budget you had at your
disposal and a mere 3 weeks. Thank you also for making time to be
there for the various media interviews. I wish I could afford to
employ you full time! If the bookings keep coming in at the current
rate, I may be making you an irresistible offer in the not too distant
future! Ever so grateful

Randy Lagerfeld
Force 8 Photo Digital / What's Happening Website

 Randy Lagerfeld - Director

TESTIMONIAL HISTORY

General Marketing Client

Photography & Marketing Client

"Dear Maike
 The photo shoot with your fantastic choice of locations and your
direction was great fun, and the results _ well, we couldn’t have
asked for better. Brendan and I found it was very hard indeed to
choose just a few from such an excellent selection to use for our
business card, poster and advert. We hope to be able to use more
on our new website! The response since using the new material has
been staggering, resulting in many additional gigs and bookings for
weddings and other private functions. Thank you!

Steve Schultz
Singer/Songwriter/Musician & Entertainer - Sunshine Coast
Escape Hatch – Steve Schultz and Brendan Hogan.

 Steve Schultz & Brendan Hogan

https://www.escapeh.com/brendan-hogan-steve-schultz
https://www.escapeh.com/brendan-hogan-steve-schultz


I am delighted to take this opportunity to express my gratitude for
the amazing work done by Maike Thiessen in photographing and
putting together a marketing package for the sale of my home.
Everyone who has seen it has commented on how beautifully the
home is captured and presented – both real estate agents and
prospective buyers alike. Maike is clearly a master photographer
with an unusual insight into  angles, composition, and capturing the
essence of the buyer’s desires. She also has an amazing creative
writing talent which speaks to a prospective client’s emotions,
paints a picture and arouses curiousity and serious interest. She is
a delight to work with, and is a true professional.

Lillian Heath - Director
Colourworks of Qld. Pty Ltd

 Lillian Heath - Director
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Photography & Copywriting Client

Photography Client

Dear Maike
 The catalogue has really come to life with your wonderful photos.
Taking them on
 the beach at sunrise did provide the stunning light you promised
and really gave the jewellery a brilliance and shine no studio light
could have produced. It was well worth getting up so early on that
somewhat chilly Winter morning! I have a new line
 planned _ designer handbags _ which I‘d love you to photograph. I
look forward to
 working with you on a regular basis.

Kirsten Fleischer - Designer
daka accessories USA

Kirsten Fleischer - Designer



IrMaike, the flyers look fantastic. I loved the photographs but seeing
them incorporated into the end product - your layout and with the
copy you’ve written are exactly what I envisaged. I’m thrilled! Thanks
also for your referal to Randy, who like you said, is not just a nice
guy and a true professional, but also gave me a really good price for
the printing.

Olivia Pozzan
Personal Fitness Trainer / Travel Writer

 Olivia Pozzan - Personal Fitness Trainer
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Branding & Graphic Design Client

Photography, Graphic Design & Copywriting
Client

We commissioned [*BMG Group Partner) for the graphic arts and
website design for our brand, Stroud Homes. Tight timeframes made
for a difficult assignment, but the team at [*BMG Partner] handled it
fine. Including a brand strategist in the process helped to create a
well targeted portfolio of brand material. We've had many
compliments on our logos and website, where the words "fresh" and
"professional" are used. [*BMG Parnter's] work helped give us that
boost of credibility we needed at the early stages of our venture.

James Stroud - Director
Stroud Homes

James Stroud - Director

http://stroudhomes.com.au/?gclid=COXWy8XXjrICFRBTpgodClEAZQ


Beerwah Hotel commend & recommend *[BMG Partner] for their
ability to provide excellent products & value with prompt, efficient,
sociable service that meets our timelines and expectations without
fault."

Steve Holmes
Beewah Hotel

Steve Holmes - General Manager
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Branding & Graphic Design Client

Signage Client

We commissioned [*BMG Group Partner) for the graphic arts and
website design for our brand, Stroud Homes. Tight timeframes made
for a difficult assignment, but the team at [*BMG Partner] handled it
fine. Including a brand strategist in the process helped to create a
well targeted portfolio of brand material. We've had many
compliments on our logos and website, where the words "fresh" and
"professional" are used. [*BMG Parnter's] work helped give us that
boost of credibility we needed at the early stages of our venture.

James Stroud - Director
Stroud Homes

James Stroud - Director

http://stroudhomes.com.au/?gclid=COXWy8XXjrICFRBTpgodClEAZQ
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 “Your efforts are a blessing to the
business and to me personally. I

appreciate your willingness, advice
and passion for success.  Great

job!”
 

Glenn Soper – GM (Performax
Int’l)

“A more dedicated and
professional person one could not

ask for and her own high
standards may surpass some

employers, so be prepared for her
to help you excel.”

 
Neil Dearberg

Former Director Godfrey
Pembroke Financial

Consultants Maroochydore
Chief Historian at Desert

Anzacs

Maike Thiessen is a thoroughly
professional marketer. I always found her
knowledgeable about the tasks (PR) she
was instructing me and was always well
organized. And a delightful personality.

 
Chris Nixon PR - Principal

“Over the years, I’ve found Maike to be
right across her brief in terms of being

able to plan, create and execute
marketing strategies across a broad

spectrum of Media. Her work is clear and
defined as it is based on a thorough

understanding of her target markets…
and she’s also fun to work with”

 
Garry Palmer

Seven Network Sales Manager QLD
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“Maike is very good in her role. She
understands the business and

understands the different ways to
market the business. Always on the

cutting edge and looking for new ways
to grow the business or brand she
works with.  It is a pleasure to work

with Maike who is so passionate about
what she does.”

 
Ian Jeffery

Solutions 2 – Director/CEO
Broadcaster, Program, Event

Promotions, Marketing/Media &
GM

Over the years, I’ve worked with Maike
across a multitude of successful

projects as a supplier.
 

These projects wouldn’t have been
successful if Maike wasn’t great at

giving me the direction we needed to
execute Digital Strategy across all
mediums. This demonstrates her

ability to understand a business’ needs
and communication skills to suppliers

like myself.
 

Maike is progressive and a firm
believer in Digital Marketing. Her
eagerness to learn and actually

understand concepts is extremely
valuable for any business that she

deals with.
 

Blake Horton
Head of Consulting

Quantumlinx 
(multiple award-winning digital agency)

Maike is a brilliant operator. She is
always organized and gives us a great

brief with plenty of notice to have
merchandise manufactured for

(client). Dealing with Maike is always a
pleasure and makes my job seamless. 

 
Shannon Dawes

Deputy General Manager
Sunshine Cost Publishing
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Maike brings versatility and intuition to
any communications task.

Her copy speaks to its specific
audience, emphasising her breadth of
experience and understanding in the
corporate, NGO, and small business

space.
 

At Destiny Rescue Australia, Maike
creates unique and compelling

communications pieces to engage
diverse supporter audiences, resulting
in solid campaign results and strong

engagement.
 

She knows when to utilise specific
writing devices to evoke emotion or

share case studies.
 

Allison Troth
Political Adviser, Fundraising
Specialist, Communications

Director



MORE REFERENCES

As a former Director of Resort TV, I had the pleasure of working with Maike during her initial time
with us from August 2005 to July 2006 as our business development / account manager / co-
producer and, in later years, after returning from a three year stay in Europe, as our honorary
GM, BDM, Account Manager & Co-Producer (2010-2014); managing the business in her own
time, in addition to her other obligations. 
 
Right from the beginning, Maike took our program and business to the next level. She is a very
passionate and creative individual with diverse talents, particularly in the area of marketing,
business development and project management. She has excellent communication skills and is
able to relate incredibly well with a diverse range of stakeholders. 
 
Developing strategic new content for our tourism program, she created new markets for us to
target, which resulted in an increase in advertising revenue of 192% in the first year.  Feedback
from clients was also phenomenal, as they recognised her genuine interest and ability in helping
them grow their exposure and sales. Providing add-on services to our customers, utilising her
skills which went beyond and above her duties, we secured advertising agreements of
unprecedented value and commitment. 
 
Creatively, she had the knack of turning our client’s promotions (ads) into engaging local stories;
producing storyboards that were easy for our co-director/cameraman/editor to follow and
translate visually - completely on brief - with promotions becoming part of the overall content of
the program.  Our advertising customers were very happy and so were our resort clients. 
 Providing such an entertaining and informative program to their guests raised the quality of
their services and, more importantly, resulted in increased tour bookings via their in-house tour
desks. 
 
Maike also was instrumental in securing support, sponsorship and cross-promotional
agreements with Maroochydore Council, Sunshine Coast Tourism, 97.2 Mix FM and United
Sports Management, to name a few. 

Hami Shelford - Former Director Resort TV



MORE REFERENCES

I am honored for the opportunity to support Maike, who worked with us at the Natural
Foodstore, later rebranded to Kunara Organic Marketplace, via this reference. 

Maike’s job description summary :
 * Management * Marketing Strategy & Implementation * Rebranding * Copywriting & creating
and editing our magazine “One” * Website Creation & Management * Social Media Accounts
Creation & Management * Event Management and more. 

Maike embodies warmth, sincerity & a caring attitude in leading a team to fulfilling their desired
outcomes as well as her own. This is a rare quality, given the capacity of her position. What will
always stand out during Maike’s employment with Kunara was her ability to work under pressure
and successfully manage multiple projects, often with conflicting deadlines. 

We appreciated her head for business, her recommendations and her enthusiasm for the
various projects and tasks bestowed on her. She clearly enjoyed the challenges and when
required, without being asked, invested her personal time to ensure everything always ran
smoothly and to plan. 

Maike was an asset to our company and her direction and input directly contributed to the
successful transition from a health food store to a multifaceted organic marketplace, to the
revenue growth we experienced during her tenure, and the acceptance and success of the
newly created brand. 

We considered ourselves fortunate to have Maike on our team and highly recommend her for
any position she may aspire to. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me for further information. 

Yours truly,
Deborah Kearney (former director/owner of Kunara Marketplace) 
Contact Number : 0434425744



MORE REFERENCES

As the former General Manager for Destiny Rescue’s Australian Operations, it is my sincere pleasure to
provide a reference for Maike Thiessen – National Marketing Manager. 

During my time with Destiny Rescue as General Manager I acted as Maike’s Direct Report. I worked very closely
with her for almost a year. During this time I witnessed Maike’s incredible commitment to her job and the
organisation. In her time with Destiny Rescue, Maike has played an instrumental role as the National Marketing
Manager and member of the Executive Team. She has demonstrated the following:

- Excellent standard of work. Always seeking opportunity for more professional development.
- Ability to establish and maintain many significant relationships with a range of Donors/Sponsors. - Passionate
about the cause and the role she has to play in ensuring the organisation achieves its mission. - Very high
attention to detail.
- Professional, thorough & well researched. - Many years of marketing experience in the commercial and not
for profit sector with proven success in the development and management of digital, social and traditional
marketing strategies and promotional campaigns. - Ability to multitask many projects at once.
- High level of communication & content writing. - Skilled in Project Management 
- working with many internal & external stakeholders who are based in many different departments &
locations around the globe. 
- Ability to make a comparatively small budget stretch; seeking out best ROI opportunities with limited
resources. As this was a new position for our Australian Operations, Maike created her role from a clean slate
and established all national marketing infrastructure and protocols from scratch, all while ensuring they
worked in and complemented the International vision. She is also a member of the International Marketing
Team.

 I witnessed Maike to be a hard worker, resilient and a valuable part of the team. In fact, Maike was offered the
role of International Marketing Director after a short time, which she chose to decline for very sound reasons. 

Should there come a time where Maike decides to spread her wings beyond Destiny Rescue, I believe she
would be an asset to any team. There is no hesitation in my recommendation of Maike. 

Should you wish to discuss this reference further, please feel free to contact me directly on 0401 935 735.

Tenille Nugent
Former General Manager
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